Wonderlic Advanced Skills Test - Non-Proctored

Is he
college ready?

Is she ready to
start an advanced
degree program?

What level
class should he be
placed in?

Description

Accurate Placement

Go beyond basic skills! Based on the Occupational
Information Network (O*NET) and Common Core State
Standards, the new Wonderlic Advanced Skills Test
measures the language and mathematics skills needed to
enter two- or four-year college programs. Non-proctored,
online administration allows for fast, easy and accurate
evaluation of incoming students 24/7 from anywhere in
the world.

Placement of incoming students is now easier than ever!
Whether you currently use an admissions test or offer
open enrollment, an online advanced skills test is the ideal
way to assess the language and mathematics capabilities
of all applicants. No more discovering skills gaps after
they’ve enrolled!

Ideal for colleges with online classes, schools with ESL
students, and institutions offering Associates and Bachelor
degree programs.

Fast and Easy for Everyone
Applicants can take the two 30-minute assessments 24/7
from any computer with online access, without the need
for a proctor. The easy to read report compares the test
taker’s scores with the skill level required and provides an
at-a-glance performance category (Below College-Ready,
College-Ready or Bachelor’s Degree-Equivalent). Detailed
diagnostics help you understand what classes they are
ready for and exactly what remedial training is needed,
if any.

Scoring
Scoring recommendations are based on your curriculum
and the needs of the career, and they can be adjusted to
meet the exact demands of your programs.

Test Specs
Administration Method: Online
Number of Questions: 50 verbal, 55 math
Time Limit: 30 minutes each test
Proctored or Non Proctored: Non proctored
Requires Internet Access: Yes

What the Wonderlic Basic Skills Test Measures

What the Wonderlic Advanced Skills Test Measures

Mathematical Skills:
Numbers & Operations, Fractions, Algebra,
Geometry and Measurement, Data Interpretation,
Applied Word Problems, Applied Business Problems

Mathematical Skills:
Expressions & Equations, Fractions, Ratios & Proportional
Relationships, Algebra, Geometry & Trigonometry,
Statistics & Probability

English Skills:
Grammar, Sentence Construction, Vocabulary,
Information Retrieval, Reading Comprehension

English Skills:
Measures the ability to command a deeper vocabulary,
detect and troubleshoot misapplications within more
sophisticated text and absorb and apply content from
more complex literary, conventional and technical resources
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